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About This Game

Single-player action game with massive fantasy battles, that using non-target directional combat system (like in Mount & Blade,
Gloria Victis). The game is offer non-stop action with multiple game modes (+ additional match settings). Many units on the

map, where each AI has it's own behavior and goals. Also you can try different classes, weapons and runes combination (runes is
not available yet), that will be affects your combat style. Also there is the Castle Mode, in which you can create your own castle,

recruit units, manage them and fight with other castles. If you wanted even more, then you can always try other creations in
Workshop.

KEY FEATURES

 Workshop Support (SOON) - custom maps, custom weapons, localization and some other things.

 Many Possibilities - 3 difficulty levels, ragdoll physics, Third or First person view, many blood, buffs / debuffs effects,
Hardcore Mode and many more. Everyone will finds something for yourself.

 Castle Mode (WORK IN PROGRESS) - create your own castle, recruit members to your battle team and fight with
other castles. You can earn gold from battles, upgrade the castle, recruit new units, train them, replace your death or injured
allies etc. This all with support custom maps, weapons from Workshop.

 Different AI types - AIs have different behaviors and goals in each Game Modes, which makes each battle unique.

 Low-End Hardware Requirement - have an old PC or wants to play on your notebook while travelling? No problem,
you can change game parameters, that will be sufficient for the hardware you have.

ROADMAP

You can find links for Roadmap and Community Wishlist in Community Hub
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Title: Battle Motion
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Meadow Games
Publisher:
Meadow Games
Release Date: 4 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: 2 GHz or Faster (64-bit)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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A lot of people seem to like this game, and if you do, that's awesome. But overall, I have to say I didn't like it. The best thing
about the game is the artwork. The visuals rank high on the creepiness factor, but the riddles weren't very challenging and
gameplay was a little buggy for my taste. If you are a fan of jump scares, then by all means play the game, but as a fan of
puzzlers, the lack of challenge on the puzzles kind of killed it for me. I honestly wish there was a middle ground ranking for this
game because I would choose that option. It wasn't bad, just not high on my list of games I'd ever revisit or play.. the game itself
looks great and my friends bought it, but thats where the fun ends. it just doesnt work online, we were all laughing our heads off
as basically everything that could ♥♥♥♥ up did. both my friends would get booted from the game, some people are loading
while others are shooting afk players, one guy managed to somehow control the other guys tank and a bunch of
other♥♥♥♥♥♥that i cant remember. i really like it, but ill try playing it again in a few weeks. right now theres no point in
recommending it because you cant play it.. Yes i have played this game fully through, it's just that it was the original Japanese
version, hence my currently probably low playtime.
Boku to koi suru ponkotsu akuma... Or well... "The Ditsy Demons-" (Yeah, it feels weird to say the English name) is a really
great eroge that will definitely satisfy your needs for high quality H sexy content, but don't write off the story just yet. The
characters have decently funny dialogue and it's a lighthearted romp to play through, even if ignoring the sex content. But let's
get real, the high quality art and H content is the highlight here.
To accurately describe this game would be to say it is a mix between "Charage"and "Nukige" (Charage being character-centric
visual novels that have a big focus on romancing likeable heroines. Nukige being a game that is heavily focused on erotic
content and filling the game with as many sex scenes as possible.) The mix works well, and as long as you are a fan of both these
mediums and love Sayori's excellent art this is a visual novel for you.
Art: 10/10
Characters: 10/10
Overall story: 6-8/10 (Depends on whether slapstick comedy and slice of life is entertaining for you.)

I'm not sure about the translation quality yet, but i assume and hope it is good seeing as it is translated by a company i trust.
Oh and for the love of god, buy the 18+ patch! What are you even doing with this game if you miss out on that essential
experience?
Anyway, highly recommended game! My favourite character is Arle.
- NorwegianboyEE out -. I love the game, but I had one problem: currently, IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO FIND AN ONLINE
MATCH. This is more of a user-created problem, and I think that more people should play this game. For the benifit of studio,
players, and that guy who bought the game.. Just clicking no story. Just nothing. I decided to change my review on this game.
WARNING- if you do not own a PC control, then do not even bother. Playing with a Keyboard sucks horribly for this game. If
you use a controller, then things get better.. ENG:

Sadly this is a only one & best a fising a game on Steam just, where you can ride a motorboat & fishing freefroam.

Working & good a game, anyway. :3

FIN:
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Valitettavasti ainut ja paras kalastuspeli Steamissa, jossa voi ajaa moottoriveneell\u00e4 vapaasti.

Tomiva ja hyv\u00e4 peli, jokatapauksessa. :3. this game would be even better if i could play this in VR!

but its also pretty good for what it is now, its fun, relaxing, can be a bit challenging not to drive your car off a cliff :\/

but its worth the money in my opinion!. Dead multiplayer, no co-op and runs badly on modern machines.
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This game is good, however there are other games that provide a more definitive Guilty Gear experience. This game is the very
first entry into the series and it shows, mechanics are in their early stages, the roster is painfully small compared to other games,
and versus is local only-- no online support. I recommend this game for collectors, because it is fun to see the origins of the
Guilty Gear series and there is some enjoyment to be found here as a game. If you are looking to jump into Guilty Gear
however, I would recommend either Accent Core +R, which has all of the characters in this game and many more, or Guilty
Gear Xrd Revelator 2, which is the newest game in the series and has a magnificent tutorial for new players.
This game is fun for what little it costs, but I would recommend it for collectors rather than people looking to jump into the
series.. The story reminds me of Gravity Ghost but the game play is really bad to me. I wish they just made a story game and left
out the platformer.. Pretty fun, but a bit generic and soulless...

5/10
Not recommended, unless you really need to play a generic crash - action based racing game.. The Gameplay just consists of
turning those tubes. Although this seems repetive, i quite enjoyed this game.
Sadly and thankfully, its just about 30 minutes long to beat the 30 levels don't need to be finished on 3 stars for 100%. game
would not even start. I own ksp so i had pretty high hopes and i was very dissapointed. Good game for that price
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